The purpose of this lecture is to explain the proof of the following theorem of M. Gromov [6] which differs from all the previous results by the fact that the model space is not known a priori but has to be constructed in the proof. ( [6] is a general reference throughout the paper.) 
This result is very powerful. It shows that -after handling the homotopy where the Pi 61 * * 6nn * 6 I I * . * 6nn is a new word @I n are polynomials of degree ~ n + 1 -i in the exponents k I .... ,k n , £i,...,£n [11] .
(Commutators are so much shorter than their factors that the rearranging of the product into its normal form does not change its length very much ; therefore the rearranging can be considered an algebraic procedure as in [11] .) We want to use these so called "Malcev polynomials" to extend the product from a ball in the lattice ~ki.6 i to all of ~n and thus obtain the desired n-dimensional nilpotent Lie group G . If one knows associativity, inverses and the nilpotency relations on sufficiently many lattice points then the polynomials expressing these relations are satisfied on all of ~n and therefore define the nilpotent Lie group structure on ~n .
The inverse is given by a polynomial of degree ~ n , associativity is 3 expressed by a polynomial of degree n and the vanishing of the various n-fold commutators is expressed by polynomials of degree ~ n 3n . Since commutators are shorter than their factors one stays in the domain where products are defined.
Together with max { I Z ki.6il ; Ikil ~ N] ~ n'N" 2Po " 1"5n-I it follows that it is sufficient to have products defined for all loops of length 2n'n3n'1"5n-1" Po " This leads to Pl = e3n2 " Po ' the assumption made in 3.2.
Therefore the Malcev polynomials are uniquely determined by the Gromov products of loops in Fpl and they satisfy all relations to define a nilpotent Lie group 1 structure on ~n ! The set Fpl of loops K Pl with rotational part K ~ is identified in a product preserving way with a subset of this Lie group G , and the group F (which is abstractly generated from F with the short relations Pl Moreover, their differentials can be described by Jacobi fields, hence, again because of the small curvatures, these differentials are close to the identity (if we identify different tangent spaces by Levi-Civita parallel translation). Therefore a center-of-mass-average [93 of these local maps will produce a F-equivariant map of maximal rank from G to ~ , i.e. a F-equivariant diffeomorphism.
